
It’s Simple
The general consensus is that relationships are easy to 
start but challenging to maintain. Although we may not 
think so, our choices ultimately determine the types of 
relationships we have. It’s Simple offers a unique look at a 
progressive couple and how their choices impact their 
journey; providing a truthful and sometimes painful look 
at real life scenarios and how two fiercely driven and 
stubborn lovers choose to handle them.

You’ve read the book, now let’s talk about it. The objective 
is to be honest with yourself and your reading group as you 
review and read through the discussion points. Select a 
few for indepth discussion or have each member select a 
discussion point to expound upon. These questions ask 
you to consider the impact this story had on our lives, and 
evaluate those reactions.

Sometimes life is simply a journey of rediscovery.
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An Exchange

General

� What is the primary difference between It’s Simple and other 
novels in this genre? (General Fiction) 

� It’s Simple is the title. What do you think / believe the author 
was trying to convey with those two words? 

� What was your overall impression of It’s Simple?

� Did It’s Simple strike a personal chord? Impact you in some 
strong emotional or philosophical way? Did it remind you of 
principles long forgotten or introduce different ways to avert / 
handle crises?

� What was your impression of the third person narrative? Was it 
insightful? Or did it distract you from the story?

� Did you get the sense that the overall theme of It’s Simple 
appeared to view life and love through rose-colored glasses?

� Which character did you relate to most? Which character 
reminded you of yourself? What qualities and characteristics do 
you wish to emulate?

� Do you know people like these characters? Did it matter that 
they were African-American?

Couples

� Do you believe a love like Chase and Tia’s exist? Under what 
circumstances? Why not? Discuss.

� Do you believe it possible to be as honest with your significant 
other as Chase and Tia are with each other?

� Throughout the novel the reader is provided with the perspec-
tive of all characters, did this provide you with a sense of 
understanding—how what we see, say and do can impact others 
either adversely or positively?

� Do you harbor ill will or repressed emotions pertaining to hurt 
feelings? How does it impact you? How does it impact the other 
individual? How is your quality of life affected?

� Do you share Tia’s sentiment regarding marriage, viewing it as a 
merger of two entities?

� What qualities/characteristics does Chase have that you believe 
most men are lacking?

� What qualities/characteristics does Tia have that you believe 
most women are lacking?

Parental

� How important is the role of mother and father in shaping the 
development of children and the relationships they develop? 

� Should a parent be a friend to their child or a parent first, then 
transition into the role of friend?

� How important it is for family to approve of the person you date 
and/or marry? Does their opinion matter? Should it?

� Boys and young men, girls and young ladies, require a positive 
strong role model male presence in their lives to shape and 
mould them. Chase was lucky. Discuss how important, specifi-
cally, the role of father to a son. 

� Do you believe a single parent mother can raise a strong man?

� How important is upfront honesty in the parent-child relation-
ship?

� Do we value the opinion of the younger generation?

Love of Self - Individuality

� In what ways do your sabotage your happiness?

� Are you afraid of the unknown? 

� What is fear currently keeping you from trying or overcoming? 

� Do you block the greatness screaming to be released?

Erotic Expressive Love

� Instead of focusing on the mechanics of love-making, the 
author clearly intended for the reader to experience the 
emotional connection the main characters share for each other. 
Were you emotionally vested in the characters?

� Discuss the role of celebacy in a committed relationship. 
Should it ever be an option?

� Did you believe the main characters relationship to be centered 
around their sexual relationship or did it their sexual relation-
ship grow from their connection?

Spiritual

� How does your religious beliefs effect your relationships? 
Sexual habits or inhibitions? 

� In what way were your views of relationships shaped by your 
religious beliefs? 

� What things/doctrines did you believe as a child, but now 
question as an adult?

Conflict Resolution

� Do your seek our own way in an argument—to be heard instead 
of listening?

� Do you push through your points with little or no regard to the 
other party? Could either party have handled the situation 
better? 

� What is the common denominator found throughout It’s 
Simple for use with any conflict that arises?

WoW Elements*

� Which WoW was your favorite and why?

� What are some of your own WoWs? Share them.
*Words of Wisdom


